
in the back of the room was causing a disturbance but before I 
had a chance to say anything, one of the students whom most 
students seemed to admire and respect said to the disruptive 
student, "Shut up - I'm listening." It would be a gross exag
geration to say that it was smooth sailing from that moment on, 
but it was a definite turning point in the development of a 
trusting, working teacher-student relationship. I found as time 
progressed that, unlike the freshmen who gloried in individual 
attention and achievement, the seniors did particularly well and 
seemed to enjoy group work, whether it was group efforts at 
role-playing or developing arguments for group debates of central 
problems in our world literature reading. 

Being a White teacher in a school of 3600 Black students 
presents special problems from time to time, in addition to the 
traditional problems a teacher must face. For instance, I was 
very uncertain what classroom approach I would take the day 
after Fred Hampton, the Chicago Black Panther leader, was 
killed - an event which provoked deep and hostile .feelings in 
much of South Chicago. My ninth grade class expressed unanimous 
approval of a student's suggestion that they spend the class 
period writing poems about the situation - poetic elegies for 
Hampton. The poems turned in that day were dramatic proof that 
real poetry springs from the heart and from deep-felt feelings 
to create something that nice-sounding words and rhythm alone 
could never do. 

The senior class, however, presented a more difficult 
problem; I knew that their need to discuss with each other the 
recent happenings would be of uppermost importance that day. 
Yet, I knew they would be hesitant to direct their deepest 
thoughts and feelings through me - a concerned individual but 
White, nevertheless. I spent hours that evening reading, and 
found what I thought (guessed, hoped) would be an appropriate 
short story from a modern African anthology which centered 
around racial issues in South Africa. I ran off copies for the 
class and after they read it, asked for volunteers to discuss 
the story in any way and context they wished. The result was 
more than I had hoped for: an excellent discussion led by three 
rather quiet students who managed to totally involve the entire 
class in a well-paced, organized, and provoking exchange of 
ideas. Even though my part was no more than listener from my 
back row seat, I felt that we had all participated in a 
remarkable learning experience. 

I'm not certain how one goes about winding up a log of 
student teaching. I suppose that's because a record of teaching 
experiences has no ending, just as a deep involvement in the 
teaching profession does not stop at the end of each day or 
year. It is a constant, exciting process which builds and 
develops with each day's rather special conglomeration of 
frustration, joy, and hope. 

My students introduced me to a very fine singer, Nina 
Simone, who says in one song: "It's the morning of my life." My 
student teaching in Chicago was indeed my awakening to the morn
ing of my teaching life. I wonder now what the day ahead will 
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Three Cinquains 
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IN THE CLASSROOM 

I This child 
I cannot know . .. 
Silently he sits there, 
Dreaming dreams I cannot know nor 
Dare to. 

II You can't 
Know I'm not here, 
Sitting tall at my desk .•. 
I'm running along the sea's edge ••. 
I'm free! 

III Who will 
Know when she dies 
That she walked a brief space 
In this world? Who will remember 
Her then? 
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